The basic properties of the Euler equations are learned by studying hyperbolic PDEs and the StegerWarming flux vector splitting approach and the NND scheme are given. The NND scheme based on improved Steger-Warming flux vector splitting is used for the solution of 1-D and shown that the numerical oscillation is restrained .The finite difference method has higher order of accuracy and better efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
Building an effective method to capture shock waves that has been an important part of the study in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) field (Van der Geer et al., 2000; Strunk and White, 1979; Baghlani, 2011) . John Von Neumann first proposed the use of artificial viscosity method to capture shock and the method of artificial viscosity is still one of the cores in the CFD. The emergence of artificial viscosity means losing the part of information and lowering the computational accuracy. For the non-physical oscillations problems generated near the shock wave, Hearten proposed the total variation difference schemethe concept of TVD scheme, which the total variation is decreasing and constructed the specifically TVD scheme with second order accuracy. Meanwhile, Steger and Warming proposed a new class of upwind schemevector splitting scheme (FVS scheme). Steger-Warming splitting method are often used by other schemes to better capture the shock wave for its characteristics of high efficiency and easy to program. The difference method that can automatically capture the shock wave is proposed based on the combination of improved Steger-Warming splitting method and NND scheme. The algorithm maintained the characteristics of high efficiency and easy to program that Steger-Warming splitting method have had and overcome the numerical oscillation near the shock wave that in Steger-Warming splitting method and had accuracy and manoeuvrability. Method proposed in this study has some reference value to the calculation of vector splitting.
THE FVS SPLIT OF EULER EQUATIONS
Conservation form of one-dimensional Euler equations is:
Here, ( 1) (
The real eigenvalues are:
The corresponding left and right eigenvector matrix:
The diagonal matrix is satisfied:
Now splitting the flux vector and first, the eigenvalues of Jacobian matrix, that are λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 , split the sum form of two:
According to flux vector splitting method:
Thus, the eigenvalue matrix after splitting is:
And the corresponding Jacobian matrix after splitting is:
The corresponding flux vector is available after splitting in the end:
Flux terms can be written as: 
Here,
Because the first derivative of flux vector is no continuous near the changing point of Eigenvalue (Steger and Warming, 1981; Drikakis and Tsangaris, 1993) and leading non-physical oscillations of vector splitting scheme generated in the area. In order to make the scheme transit smoothly near the changing point of Eigenvalue and change the flux vector into a continuous function aboutλ 1 andλ 3 (Zhang, 1988) . 
Steger-Warming splitting vector method does not involve matrix operations, positive and negative fluxes have the same expressions and the computation is little. As the derivatives of positive and negative flux are not continuous on the changing point of Eigen value, in the numerical calculation numerical solution oscillation will occur near the changing point of Eigen value for discontinuous of the flux derivative and affecting the precision and stability. Therefore, Steger-Warming splitting vector methods were used to calculating, numerical oscillations near the changing point of Eigen value needed to suppress.
NND SCHEME AND THE NEW SCHEME
The NND scheme (Zhang and Zhuang, 1992 ) is a computational scheme that has a non-volatile, no free parameters characteristic and can effectively suppress numerical calculation oscillation. From the modified equation in the scheme, different schemes were used according to the location of relative break points and physical meaning is clear. For Eq.
(1), explicit scheme of NND scheme can be expressed as follows: 
Others so, which This is can be proved that the Total Variation Difference (TVD) is reduced in the scheme, need not to select the free parameters and has the space second order accuracy. It can effectively capture the shockwave; it is the combination of the second-order central scheme and a second-order upwind scheme and has fourth-order dissipation of negative coefficient. The scheme also suppress the parity oscillations, therefore the scheme is used widely (Baghlani, 2008) . (16), (17) and (22) are the difference method that we established combing improved pass Steger-Warming splitting vector method. The established scheme has the space second order accuracy except extreme point and the scheme can suppress the numerical calculation oscillation effectively.
EXAMPLE
The calculation of the flow field in shock wave Pipe is the common example to test ability in capturing the shock wave. The answer to this problem can compare to the Riemann's analytical solution. Assumed the gas in per unit length shock tube is the same gas with some specific heat capacity in this study x denotes the coordinates of grid and there have totaled 100 grid points. Shock wave tube was divided into two groups (ρ L ,u L ,p L ) and (ρ R ,u R ,p R ) from the initial data at x = 0.5, two different initial data in Table 1 were used to experiment. The pressure, velocity and density distribution calculated by the scheme proposed in this study are shown in Fig. 1 and 2 . The computational scheme that constructed by combination of Steger-Warming splitting vector method and the NND scheme has good ability in capturing shock wave for the single shock in test 1 and the dual shock in test 2.The calculated results and the theoretical values are in good agreement and there is no calculated value oscillation appeared near shock wave.
CONCLUSION
The computational scheme that constructed by combination of Steger-Warming splitting vector method and the NND scheme has good ability in capturing shock wave and has a good precision and efficiency. The characteristics that NND scheme can suppress numerical oscillations good and StegerWarming vector splitting method has high precision were taken advantage of in this study and combined the two, so the scheme not only has high efficiency, but also can suppress the numerical oscillation, this method maintaining the precision and stability, Ensuring to capture the shock wave in flow field effectively.
